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Every two years, the Texas Republicans and Texas Democrats update their party's platforms. Here's a look at where the
two state parties, and.

Although they differ on the kind of approach and philosophies needed in order to make our country a better
place to live, they both want the betterment of the country. The document houses the rules of the land and the
conditions governing the way the various sectors of the economy react and act in a mutual status. Juries: We
support the right to privacy and security of prospective jurors. If this is true, it must be because the parties are
doing a better job of serving the candidates. Federal Offices Location: Offices attached to the seat of the
federal government should not be required to exercise their offices in the District of Columbia. All of a
sudden, a movement built on this way of thinking blossomed seemingly out of nowhere. Mass Incarceration
Texas has the 5th highest incarceration rate in the United States. The Texas Democrats and State Republican
Party may differ in their sets of rules and beliefs but their end. The many successes they had were generated
by community support, but also the failures they encountered were caused by the states opposition against
them and the lack of support from the black community It is certain that there are those who are truly unable to
supply and back up the demands of its members. Removing prisoners from welfare rolls. We support
court-ordered warrants on an individual basis in cases directly involving national security. Truth in Taxation:
We urge that taxes established for a particular purpose shall not be used for any other purpose. There should
be restrictions on the power given to the authorities to guard the rights of the people. Any proposed
amendments must be ratified by three-fourths of the states. Intrastate Protection Act: We support an Intrastate
Protection Act to clarify that guns made and sold in Texas are not subject to the Interstate Commerce Clause
of the US Constitution, and legislation denying state funding to any state or local agencies that enforce federal
weapons laws not also affirmed by the laws of the State of Texas Gun-Free Zones: We oppose governmental
prohibitions on citizens who have a constitutional right to own and carry firearms and knives from doing so.
And furthermore we support local law enforcement agencies and associated personnel to the extent local and
state police officers are properly and adequately trained and supervised or otherwise internally and
individually held accountable for any conduct that is found to violate state law or the Texas State Constitution.
This assumption is rational for several reasons. We oppose public funding of charter schools that receive
money from foreign entities. Texas Democrats recognize that the health and well-being of Texas residents
cannot be based on decisions made by non-healthcare professionals whose primary concern is the financial
well-being of a corporation rather than the well-being of an individual. Candidate Support iv : The Republican
Party of Texas should provide financial support only to those candidates who support the right-to-life planks
Texas Protecting Texans: We support federal legislation remanding all authority over abortion back to the
individual states and removing all standing on this issue from the federal judiciary as given by Article III in
the US Constitution. It is an of import factor for development and every citizen deserves to hold good
instruction whatever their positions are. Public Posting: We support statewide, local taxing entities, and
[federal] government entities compiling and publicly posting their current debt, future obligations, financial
statements, check registers, and local government contracts on their official websites. This situation can never
be changed because of the fact that the investors are always given a higher importance. Education Campus
Speech: We urge the Texas Legislature to recognize the rights of those on college campuses to practice their
faith and their right to free speech. Currently, the Republican Party is the more dominant party in Texas, as it
is the party that holds the greatest amount of political power. We support the right of parents to choose the
specific public school that their children attend. Rules and principles are worthless if those that are governed
by it are not willing to cooperate and follow it. Ghost Voting: We expect the Texas House of Representatives
to enforce house rules and prevent ghost voting. Well I can state that the major similarity between the two is
that they both love the state. This includes, but is not limited to, abortion, the prescription for and dispensing
of drugs with abortifacient potential, human cloning, embryonic stem cell research, eugenic screenings,
euthanasia, assisted suicide, harmful futile procedures, and the withdrawal of nutrition and hydration. We
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support fair trade deals to bring back and protect Texan and American jobs. In this time of turmoil, Democrats
and Republicans must work together to promote the common welfare. Revocations from probation are also a
leading cause of mass incarceration and continue to contribute to significant number of new intakes. However,
there are also many other parties available that have their own issues and opinions on what should happen. The
workers can always be fired and changed while the investors are somewhat irreplaceable.


